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SUMMARY: There are nowadays numerous astrometric ground–based observa-
tions of some stars referred to Hipparcos Catalogue, made at many observatories
during the last century. We used the data on latitude variations, covering the pe-
riod 1899.7 – 1979.0, of visual Zenith Telescopes (ZT) of International Latitude
Service (ILS), to improve the Hipparcos proper motions in declination for stars
observed at seven ILS stations: Carloforte, Cincinnati, Gaithersburg, Kitab, Mizu-
sawa, Tschardjui and Ukiah. About 15 years elapsed since the HIPPARCOS ESA
mission (ESA 1997) observations (1991.25 is the epoch of this catalogue), and with
the errors of the Hipparcos proper motions close to 1 mas/yr, the error of apparent
places of stars is now more than 15 mas; so that it exceeds the error of the Hipparcos
positions by one order of magnitude (which is about 1 mas). Also, for some Hip-
parcos stars, the errors of proper motions are much larger than the averaged value
itself, even not realistic at all (Vondrák et al. 1998); the Hipparcos astronomical
satellite mission lasted less than four years, not enough to get a sufficient accuracy
of the proper motions. To improve the accuracy of the proper motions for some
Hipparcos stars, the ground – based data were used and some new catalogues were
published (such as ARIHIP, EOC-2, etc.) during the last decade. Our investigations
are in accordance with the Earth Orientation Catalogue – EOC (Vondrák and Ron
2003) one, based on the Earth rotation programmes ground–based data, but we
used different method here. Our results yield better proper motions in declination
for stars common to ILS and HIPPARCOS, and a good agreement with those from
EOC-2.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The HIPPARCOS Catalogue with astrometric
data for 118218 stars is the optical counterpart (Ko-
valevsky et al. 1997) of the International Celestial
Reference Frame (ICRF). The standard errors in po-
sitions (α and δ) of its stars are around 1 mas at the
epoch of the catalogue (1991.25), and the standard

errors of its proper motions (µα cos δ and µδ) are near
1 mas/yr. The stars are brighter than magnitude 12,
but most of them are between magnitude 7 and 9. By
now several new catalogues have appeared, such as
ACT, FK6, GC+HIP, TYC2+HIP, TYCHO-2, AR-
IHIP, EOC-2, with a better accuracy of the proper
motions than in Hipparcos, but as a combination of
Hipparcos and/or Tycho with ground–based obser-
vations. The main problem for the Hipparcos proper
motions accuracy is the period of HIPPARCOS satel-
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lite observations which was less than four years; it is
not enough to get a good accuracy of proper motions
for some stars (such as for double or multiple ones).
Also, in some parts of the sky in the Hipparcos Cat-
alogue errors of the proper motion data are larger.
Nowadays, 15 years after the epoch of the Hippar-
cos Catalogue (1991.25), the errors of the Hipparcos
proper motions of about 1 mas/yr result in an error
of about 15 mas of the calculated apparent positions
of the Hipparcos stars; this is close to the ground–
based error of the observed positions and an order of
magnitude higher than a typical error in a Hippar-
cos position. Thus, the astrogeodetical observations
need a better accuracy of proper motions than that
offered by Hipparcos. The aim of some investiga-
tions started during the last decade was to improve
the Hipparcos proper motions by using ground–based
observations covering almost a whole century. As a
result, we have several new catalogues of which the
ARIHIP (Wielen et al. 2001) and EOC-2 (Vondrák
2004) are of special interest to the present study.

A few years ago, the ground–based astromet-
ric observations of latitude and universal time varia-
tions, covering the interval 1899.7 – 1992.0 and made
in accordance with the Earth rotation programmes,
were included in the investigations aimed at improv-
ing the accuracy of the Hipparcos proper motions.
Here, we used the data of ZT of ILS and OA00 (Ron
and Vondrák 2001) solution of the Earth Orienta-
tion Parameters (EOP), but our method was differ-
ent from that used in EOC-2 (Vondrák 2004). The
ILS data cover very long interval (1899.7 – 1979.0) of
ZT observations made at seven ILS stations, and by
using the ILS latitude variations we determined the
corrections of the Hipparcos proper motions in dec-
lination with an accuracy close to that of the proper
motions given in ARIHIP and EOC-2.

By definition µδ = (δ1−δ2)/(t1−t2), where δ1

and δ2 are two declinations (in the same system) of
the same star for the epochs t1 and t2, respectively.
The error of µδ is εµδ

= (ε2
1
+ε2

2
)1/2/|t2− t1| where ε1

and ε2 are the standard errors of δ1 and δ2, respec-
tively. Then, εµδ

is proportional to 1/t (Eichhorn
1974), and with regard to the long ILS interval t we
can get a very good accuracy εµδ

(better than the
Hipparcos one) though the Hipparcos data concern-
ing the star positions are better than the ILS ones.

2. DATA AND CALCULATIONS

During each year of the interval 1899.7 –
1979.0, each ILS star pair was observed from a few
to a few hundred times. The accuracy of a ZT ob-
servation is about 0 .′′ 2, but the time interval a few
decades long and numerous observations for each ILS
pair during each year of that interval are decisive
in attaining a better accuracy, than the Hipparcos
one, of proper motions in declination for stars com-
mon to ILS and Hipparcos. Combining the ILS val-
ues (observations) with the Hipparcos one (for the
epoch 1991.25) can yield better results (corrections
of proper motions in declination for some Hipparcos
stars) than if only the ILS data are used (Damlja-
nović et al. 2006). The accuracy is about one order
of magnitude better than 0 .′′ 2 for the averaged (over
nearly one year observational interval) values of lat-
itude variations.

We used the ZT data (latitude variations ϕi)
of 7 ILS stations, at nearly the same latitude of
+39 .◦ 1 (see Table 1).

The value (t − t1) is in centuries, and t1 is
counted from 32000 MJD. The codes (CA, CI, GT,
KZ, MZZ, TS and UK) are from the monograph by
Vondrák et al. (1998). The longitude λW is west
of the zero meridian. The tectonic plate motion
and mean latitude were removed from the ILS data
(Vondrák 2002). More about the ILS data was pub-
lished by Yumi and Yokoyama (1980). Here, 256
ILS star pairs (out of total 281 ones) are included
in our calculation because some of the ILS stars are
not in the Hipparcos Catalogue: the 256 pairs were
observed at CA, GT and MZZ, 198 ones at KZ, 117
ones at CI and TS, 228 ones at UK. Some stars are
included in more than one star pair and there are
486 common ILS and Hipparcos stars.

The latitude variations were used to improve
the Hipparcos proper motions in declination (Dam-
ljanović and Pejović 2005), but the ZT data give
us these corrections for star pairs, because with a
ZT instrument always a star pair is observed. We
found the way to solve this problem and to separate
them; see Eq. (5) below. From ϕp = δS + zS and
ϕp = δN − zN (Yumi and Yokoyama 1980), the lati-
tude obtained from a star pair ϕp (for

Table 1. Some informations of ILS stations.

ILS station λW Observed int. Break Mean Tectonic plate t interval
(o) latitude motion(”/100yr) (MJD)

(39◦8′+”)
Carloforte(CA) 351.7 1899.8-1979.0 1943.3-1946.5 9.157 0.061(t− t1) 14950-43863
Cincinnati(CI) 84.4 1899.8-1916.0 19.437 0.002(t− t1) 14898-20868

Gaithersburg(GT) 77.2 1899.8-1979.0 1915.0-1932.6 13.309 0.012(t− t1) 14928-43880
Kitab(KZ) 293.1 1930.8-1979.0 2.057 0.001(t− t1) 26304-43878

Mizusawa(MZZ) 218.9 1900.0-1979.0 3.687 −0.045(t− t1) 15002-46010
Tschardjui(TS) 296.5 1899.7-1919.3 11.334 0.004(t− t1) 18512-22090

Ukiah(UK) 123.2 1899.7-1961.0 12.161 0.025(t− t1) 14937-37302
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the moment of measurement t) is the main ZT
equation (following from the Horrebow – Talcott
method):

ϕp = (δS + δN )/2 + (zS − zN)/2, (1)

where δS and δN are the apparent declinations of
stars of the Talcott pair (δN for the northern and
δS for the southern at t, calculated by using Hippar-
cos Catalogue), ∆z = zS − zN is the measured value
of the zenith-distance difference. From the values of
the latitude variations, we removed the polar motion
component and the systematic variations with time
(local, instrumental, etc.), and obtained the residu-
als with catalogue errors dominant (Damljanović and
Vondrák 2005, Damljanović et al. 2006). Thus, one
has (Vondrák et al. 1998)

∆ϕp + (dϕp/dt)t ≈ (∆δS + ∆δN )/2+

+t(∆µδS
+ ∆µδN

)/2 ,

where ∆δS and ∆δN are corrections of declinations
(for S and N star, respectively), ∆µδS

and ∆µδN
are

corrections of proper motions in declination (for S
and N stars, respectively), t is time.
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MJD [days], linear trends of star pair 43 of 7 ILS stations

Fig. 1. Residuals r′n, linear trend of star pair 43 of
each ILS station (CA – open rectangles, GT – solid
rectangles, KZ – sign +, MZZ – open circles, TS –
solid circles, UK – open triangles, CI – solid trian-
gles), and Hipparcos point (asterisks).

To calculate the correction of proper mo-
tion in declination corresponding to a star pair (of

ILS/Hipparcos stars), we use the Least Squares
Method (LSM) and linear model (Damljanović 2005,
Damljanović and Pejović 2005)

r′n = a + b(tn − 1991.25), (2)

where r′n is the star pair residual – about one point
per year (residual of latitude variations, without po-
lar motion and the systematic parts, averaged during
each year of observational interval), tn (in years) is
the epoch of r′n, a pertains to (∆δS +∆δN)/2, b per-
tains to (∆µδS

+ ∆µδN
)/2. The values a and b, for

each ILS star pair, are in accordance with the epoch
of the Hipparcos Catalogue – 1991.25. The points
r′n and the Hipparcos one are taken with appropriate
weights (Damljanović et al. 2006). The polar motion
and the systematic time changes are calculated and
removed from the ILS data in the way presented in
an earlier paper (Damljanović 2005). The polar mo-
tion part was determined by using the EOP solution
OA00 (Ron and Vondrák 2001). The systematic vari-
ations of each ILS ZT instrument (local, instrumen-
tal and others) were calculated and removed from
the ILS data in a similar way as we did in the case
of the PZT data (Damljanović et al. 2006).

We have got one equation, b = (∆µδS
+

∆µδN
)/2, but with two unknown quantities (∆µδS

and ∆µδN
), and we need to introduce another Eq.

(3) to solve for the values of ∆µδS
and ∆µδN

,

∆µδS
−∆µδN

= (µδS1
− µδS2

)− (µδN1
− µδN2

), (3)

where the values for µδS1
and µδN1

are from the EOC-
2 catalogue, and those for µδS2

and µδN2
are from the

Hipparcos one. A similar situation is with the errors
ε∆µδS

and ε∆µδN
of ∆µδS

and ∆µδN
, respectively.

We have got the equation (ε2

∆µδS

+ ε2
∆µδN

)/2 = ε2b ,

but it is necessary to introduce another one, in our
case here it is Eq. (4), to solve the system of equa-
tions and to calculate the values of ε∆µδS

and ε∆µδN
,

ε∆µδS
/ε∆µδN

= ε∆µδS1

/ε∆µδN1

, (4)

where the values of ε∆µδS1

and ε∆µδN1

(the errors of

S and N stars in ILS star pair, respectively) are from
EOC-2.

By using Eqs. (3) and (4), it is possible to
calculate the values of ∆µδS

and ∆µδN
from

∆µδS
= (2b+(µδS1

−µδS2
)−(µδN1

−µδN2
))/2,

∆µδN
= 2b − ∆µδS

, (5)

and their errors ε∆µδS
and ε∆µδN

from

ε∆µδS
= ε∆µδN

ε∆µδS1

/ε∆µδN1

,

ε∆µδN
= 21/2εb/(ε2∆µδS1

/ε2∆µδN1

+ 1)1/2. (6)
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Table 2. Our results (∆µδ , µδ, εµδ
), Hipparcos ones (µδH

, εµδH
), and value m (number of ILS points r′n).1

HIP m ∆µδ(mas/y) µδ(mas/y) εµδ
(mas/y) µδH

(mas/y) εµδH
(mas/y)

19 48 .04 -15.03 .39 -15.07 .45
106 151 -.27 -11.46 .15 -11.19 .47
410 126 -.94 -7.51 .10 -6.57 .47

3. RESULTS

As an example, the calculated values b ± εb
for ILS star pair No 43, H29246 and H29650 stars,
for the ILS stations are (the Hipparcos point was
included, all points are with weights):

- CA, 77 points r′n, −0.87± 0.18 mas/yr,
- GT, 62 points r′n, −0.57± 0.22 mas/yr,
- KZ, 49 points r′n, −0.03± 0.30 mas/yr,
- MZZ, 80 points r′n, −0.49± 0.15 mas/yr,
- TS, 20 points r′n, −0.87± 0.15 mas/yr,
- UK, 61 points r′n, −0.81± 0.17 mas/yr,
- CI, 16 points r′n, −1.20± 0.18 mas/yr, and
- all the seven ILS stations, 365 points r′n,

−0.76± 0.11 mas/yr.
Star H29246 is of a magnitude of 5.35 and

H29650 of 5.71. The values b for star pair No 43 are
presented in Fig. 1; all the linear trends are nearly
parallel to one another. Only the value of b for the
KZ station (−0.03±0.30 mas/yr, the shortest line in
Fig. 1) is a little bit further away from that for all
ILS stations (and for the other stations individually)
because the KZ station started its activity later (at
1930.8 or 26304 MJD) than the other ILS stations
(at about 1900 or near 15000 MJD).

By using formulae (5) and (6), for H29246
star (of ILS star pair 43), we get ∆µδ =
−0.67 ± 0.08 mas/yr, and for the H29650 (the
same star pair) ∆µδ = −0.85 ± 0.14 mas/yr;
our corrections ∆µδ can be added to the cor-
responding Hipparcos values. There are simi-
lar results also for the other ILS/Hipparcos stars
which are presented in Table 2. Complete Ta-
ble 2 (408 Hipparcos stars) is given at the website
http://saj.matf.bg.ac.yu/173/pdf/Table2.pdf.

Using Table 2, we compared our errors of
proper motions in declination with the Hipparcos
ones (cases of ILS star pairs observed for more than
10 years): from 204 ILS star pairs (408 Hipparcos
stars), the averaged value of the standard errors εµδ

is 0.21 mas/yr, and it is about 36% of the aver-
aged Hipparcos values εµδH

(0.58 mas/yr, that is

three times better than Hipparcos values). Thus
εµδ

≈ ε∆µδ
, because we just added our corrections

∆µδ to the corresponding Hipparcos values µδH
to

get the values µδ.

4. CONCLUSIONS

By using the ILS data it is possible to obtain
proper motions in declination with a better accuracy
than those of the Hipparcos. From 408 Hipparcos
stars observed for more than 10 years at the ILS sta-
tions, we get an accuracy about three times better
than the Hipparcos one. It is evident that the ILS
ZT ground–based data are useful and can improve
the reference frame (via improvement of Hipparcos
proper motions in declination).
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Prethodno saopxteǌe

Postoji obiman astrometrijski materi-
jal dobijen iz posmatraǌa zvezda posmatranih
sa Zemǉe tokom proxlog veka na mnogim opser-
vatorijama, a sada obra�en korix�eǌem po-
dataka iz Hiparkos kataloga. U ovom radu
su korix�eni podaci xirinskih promena u
periodu 1899.7 – 1979.0, dobijeni iz po-
smatraǌa na vizuelnim zenit teleskopima
Me�unarodne slu�be za xirinu (Interna-
tional Latitude Service – ILS), da bi poboǉx-
ali taqnost Hiparkos sopstvenih kretaǌa u
deklinaciji za Hiparkos zvezde posmatrane
na sedam ILS stanica (Carloforte, Cincinnati,
Gaithersburg, Kitab, Mizusawa, Tschardjui, Ukiah).
Od posmatraǌa Hiparkos satelitom (ESA
1997), ima oko 15 godina (1991.25 je epoha kat-
aloga), xto sa grexkom Hiparkos sopstvenih
kretaǌa od oko 0 .′′ 001/god unosi grexku u
raqun prividnih polo�aja ve�u od 0 .′′ 015, xto
je za red veliqine ve�e od grexke Hiparkos
pozicija (oko 0 .′′ 001). Za neke Hiparkos

zvezde, grexka sopstvenih kretaǌa je mnogo
ve�a od proseqne vrednosti ili nije realna
(Vondrák et al. 1998), jer su astrometri-
jska posmatraǌa Hiparkos satelitom trajala
kra�e od qetiri godine (nedovoǉno za rex-
avaǌe nekih problema dobijaǌa sopstvenih
kretaǌa, xto se sada uoqava). Za dobijaǌe
taqnijih sopstvenih kretaǌa nekih Hiparkos
zvezda, koriste se klasiqna posmatraǌa sa
Zemǉe, i tokom protekle decenije pojavili su
se novi katalozi (kao xto su ARIHIP, EOC-2
i dr.). Naxa istra�ivaǌa i rezultati su u
skladu sa rezultatima kataloga Earth Orien-
tation Catalogue – EOC (Vondrák and Ron 2003),
koji je dobijen korix�eǌem podataka posma-
traqkih programa ra�enih sa Zemǉe za is-
tra�ivaǌa Zemǉine rotacije, pri qemu smo
primenili drugu metodu. Prikazani rezul-
tati su taqnija sopstvena kretaǌa Hiparkos
zvezda koje su posmatrane na ILS stanicama, i
u skladu su sa EOC-2 sopstvenim kretaǌima.
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